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himself figures by them in the character of a game-
keeper, or perhaps poacher. Mr. Irving has given, in
the little work from which I have quoted so liberally,
an amusing account of the delicate scruples of WilHe
about soliciting Scott to devote a morning to the requi-
site sitting, until, after lingering for several days, he at
length became satisfied that, by whatever magic his host
might contrive to keep Ballantyne's presses in full play,
he had always abundance of leisure for matters less im-
portant than Ferguson's destined heirloom. I shall now,
however, return to his correspondence; and begin with
a letter to Joanna Baillie on Lady Byron's visit.
TO MISS  .TQ A-my A. BAHiLIE,  HAMPSTEAD.
abbotsfobd, September 26, 1817.
my dear Miss baillie, — A series of little trinketty
sort of business, and occupation, and idleness, have suc-
ceeded to each other so closely, that I have been scarce
able, for some three weeks past, to call my time my own
for half an hour together; but enough of apologies —
they are vile things, and I know you will impute my
negligence to anything rather than forgetting or under-
valuing your friendship. You know, by this time, that
we have had a visit from Lady Byron, delightful both
on its own account, and because it was accompanied with
good news and a letter from you. I regret we could not
keep her longer than a day with us, which was spent on
the banks of the Yarrow, and I hope and believe she was
pleased with us, because I am sure she will be so with
everything that is intended to please her: meantime her
visit gave me a most lawyer-like fit of the bile. I have
lived too long to be surprised at any instance of human
caprice, but still it vexes me. Now, one would suppose
Lady Byron, young, beautiful, with birth, and rank, and
fortune, and taste, and high accomplishments, and admir-
able good sense, qualified to have made happy one whose
talents are so high as Lord Byron's, and whose marked

